INSTRUCTIONS

PAtcHWorK coVEr

Materials from Gütermann creativ

Instructions

(Size 114 x 86 cm)

Set out the squares in the desired arrangement with 6 rows each of 8 squares.

Sew-all Thread in matching colours; 145

For the first row lay adjacent squares right

cm wide cotton fabric from Ring a Roses

sides together, stitch with a 1 cm wide

by Gütermann, SUMMER LOFT Collection:

seam; iron the seam allowances to one

0.20 m of each of pink flower ornament

side. Put all 8 squares together in this way,

fabric, green-white rose pattern fabric, whi-

and follow the same method for the remai-

te-pink flower fabric, pink-white polka-dot

ning 5 rows. Place the first two rows right

fabric, white-pink rose pattern fabric, pink

sides together, stitch a 1 cm wide seam,

shamrock fabric, pink ornament fabric,

iron the seam allowances to one side. Sew

pink-white rose pattern fabric, 0.90 m pink

all 6 rows together to form a blanket. Lay

meander fabric; 4.20 m pink bias binding

the batting between the wrong sides of the
fabrics for the front and back, to form a

Plus:

sandwich and iron; after ironing, trim the

1.20 m iron-on batting HH 650,

edges accurately. Stitch all around the ed-

90 cm wide

ges of the 3 layers of fabric to join them
together with a long stitch setting, 0.5 cm

Cut

from the edge. Unfold the bias binding

From each of the 8 different fabrics 6 squa-

and pin it right side to right side along the

res, 16 x 16 cm = 48 squares. For the back

edges. Make a fold in the binding at each

cut 90 x 120 cm of each of batting and pink

corner, to form a 45 degree angle to the ou-

meander fabric.

ter edge. Stitch all around the bias binding
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in the ironed fold. Fold the bias binding

the binding already sewn on with the seam

around the edges with the seam allowance

allowances folded inwards and stitch the

folded inwards and tack; once more make

seam along the side edge. Trim the seam

folds at the edges. Iron the binding all the

allowance and turn the binding. Stitch the

way round. Turn over the end of the bias

bias binding securely through all the layers

binding, laying it right sides together on

on the right side close to the edge.
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